Timing

- Timing starts with the first movement of the performance.
- Timing stops with the logical conclusion of the performance.

Ensemble timing ranges

- Dance 1:45 – 3:00 minutes
- Baton 3:00 – 6:00 minutes
- Guard 3:30 – 7:30 minutes

Solo timing—1:45 – 3:00 minutes

- Baton Solo
- Flag Solo
- Rifle Solo
- Sabre Solo
- Dance Solo

NOTE—Performers must keep equipment in hand at all times except during release moves.

Timing violation

- If there is a timing infraction, the final rating will be lowered by one letter grade.
- Letters circled on the sheet will not reflect the penalty.
- In Solo events, failure to keep equipment in hand will result in “Comments Only” (No Rating).